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Abstract
The current Internet is based on host-centric networking, and a user needs to
know the host address before reaching a data target in the network. The new
architecture of information-centric networking (ICN) facilitates users to locate data targets by giving their data names without any information about
host addresses. In-network caching is one of the prominent features in ICN,
which allows network routers to cache data contents. In this paper, we emphasize the management of in-network cache storage, and this includes the
mechanisms of cache replacement and cache replication. A new cost function
is then proposed to evaluate each cache content and the least valuable content
is evicted when cache is full. To increase cache utilization, a cooperative
caching policy among neighboring routers is proposed. The proper network
locations to cache data contents are also discussed in the paper. Experimental
results show the superiority of the proposed caching policy than some traditional caching polices.
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1. Introduction
As the volume of data on the Internet becomes extremely huge, big data search
techniques are necessary. A web search engine becomes such a solution to search
information on the Internet. The search engine uses crawling software to browse
web sites, which consumes network bandwidth and storage space for indexing
web content. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [1] and Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks [2] are then introduced to improve the efficiency of data sharing.
These networks are constructed using overlay network technologies. Data contents are replicated and stored at multiple hosts in CDNs. When a user requests
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one data content, CDN routers direct the request to the closest storing host. In
P2P, a data content is divided into chucks. A content request can be satisfied by
downloading chucks from multiple hosts simultaneously.
Compared to overlay networking, the new information-centric networking
(ICN) [3] changes the routing structure of the bare network to directly support
content distribution. The current Internet is based on host-centric networking
by which data exchanges are specified with source hosts and destination hosts.
ICN enables users to locate data contents by giving their data names no matter
where these data are stored. Data search is directly supported by the underlying
routing protocol in the network rather than indirectly supported by a search engine. This revolution technology opens a potential direction on the future Internet.
In addition to name-based routing, one notable point of ICN is in-network
caching by which each router has cache storage. A router can immediately respond a data request if there is one copy of the desired data content in its cache
storage. This improves the delivery of popular data contents in time and bandwidth consumption. There are two types of caching schemes in ICN: off-path
and on-path. In on-path caching, one data content is cached in all or part of the
routers along the path from the data source node to the data request node. All
routers in a path have the same cache content in the LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere) scheme [4], which incurs high content redundancy. Part of routers along
a path can be properly selected according to a probability model [5] or graphbased metrics such as node degree and betweenness [6] [7]. In off-path caching,
data contents are cached in a certain set of routers in the network and their locations are determined by a hash function [8]. A combination scheme which uses
both on-path and off-path caching is also possible [9].
In this paper, we propose a new on-path caching with two distinguished features. First, all neighboring nodes along a path can share cache contents to increase the cache hit ratio. Second, the cache replacement policy is more practical,
which always evicts the least valuable one in cache space according to a newly
defined cost function. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief survey on ICN; Section 3 describes the proposed in-network caching; Section 4 shows the performance evaluation; and Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2. Background Knowledge
IP routing has an inherent defect that is host-centric in nature and hence there
are no any hints in routing tables about where any data contents are in the network. Users need to discover data locations (i.e., host addresses) by themselves
and may rediscover the locations if data contents have been moved to another
hosts. This raises the need of information-centric services that facilitate data
searching. Some early ICN prototype systems [10] [11] provide name resolution
services which are similar to the service of the domain name system (DNS). Users can look up data locations based on data names via these resolution services
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and then forward data requests to destination hosts by traditional IP routing.
Some other ICN prototype systems [12] [13] [14] completely discard IP
routing and deploy name-based routing. The name-based routing makes each
data content directly addressable in the network. That is, each data content is
viewed as a logical host with a data name as its host address. The routing table in
each router can direct data requests to their destinations by giving data names.
In comparison to the name resolution service where directory lookups are involved in certain servers, the name-based routing needs successive routing table
lookups at intermediate nodes along paths to destinations. The request-response
model is used in ICN. First, a user launches an interest packet containing the
data name of the interested data content. Then, routers in the network will direct
this packet to one (or more than one) host that can respond the request by
sending back data packets.
ICN has some strengths against IP networking. First, data contents need not
be distinct and there can have duplicated data contents with the same name in
the network. This can increase data availability. Second, the length of a data
name can be theoretically arbitrary, so there is no exhaustion problem on naming space. Third, some encryption information can be included into the data
name for security and certification reasons. Fourth, user or data mobility has less
influence on ICN due to the asynchronous nature between two communication
endpoints.
New research problems are incurred by ICN as well. The scale of such a logical network by viewing each data content as a logical host is quite huge in the
age of big data, and the space requirement for storing routing entries in each
router is severe. The matching of routing rules based on data names in a router
also becomes inefficient for several reasons such as character-based rules, various length rules, and a large amount of rules.

3. In-Network Caching
There are several projects aimed at future Internet architecture under the support of National Science Foundation (NSF) in US. One of the projects is the
NDN (Named Data Networking) project [14], which is introduced in this paper
to explain the proposed ideas. Note that our proposed mechanism actually needs
not to rely on any specific type of ICN architecture.
As shown in Figure 1, each NDN router includes three components: CS
(Content Storage), FIB (Forwarding Information Base), and PIT (Pending Interest Table). CS is in-network caching space. FIB stores routing rules as a typical router table but in name-based format, and these routing rules are maintained by a routing protocol. PIT also contains name-based routing rules, but
these rules serve as data return paths and help to avoid redundant interest packet
forwarding.
In the following, we briefly explain the routing process in NDN. When an interest packet arrives at a router. This router looks for a cache content in its CS
whose data name exactly matches the interested data name specified in the interest
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Figure 1. Basic packet forwarding in NDN.

packet. If one is matched, the cache content is immediately sent in a data packet
back through the incoming interface of the interest packet. The interest packet is
discarded then. Otherwise, the router matches the interested data name with
each name entry in its PIT. If an exact match is found, this means that this router has already forwarded an interest packet with this same interested data name
before. In this case, the incoming interface of the interest packet is appended to
the matched entry in the PIT, and the interest packet is discarded then. Otherwise, the router adds a new name entry in its PIT by recording the interested
data name and the incoming interface of the interest packet. The router then
matches the interested data name with each name entry in its FIB. If a longest
prefix match is found, the interest packet is sent out through the outgoing interface indicated in the matched entry. If there is no match in FIB, the interest
packet is discarded then.
When a data packet arrives, the router matches the data name extracted from
the data packet with each name entry in its PIT. If there is a match, the data
packet is duplicated and forwarded to all interfaces listed in the matched entry,
implying the possibility of multicasting. Based on a certain caching policy, this
router may store one copy of this data packet into its CS.

3.1. Cache Management
Cache management includes two basic functions. One is cache replacement by
which one victim is selected and replaced by a new cache content when CS becomes full. The other is cache replication by which the same cache content is
stored into several CS nodes.
There are four common cache replacement polices as follows:
• FIFO (First-in-First-Out): The victim is always the cache content that was the
earliest cached in CS.
• LRU (Least Recently Used): The victim is always the least recently used cache
content in CS.
• LFU (Least Frequently Used): The victim is always the least frequently used
cache content in CS.
• RAND (Random): The victim is a cache content randomly selected from CS.
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These policies are simple but are not enough to select the least valuable cache
content from CS. We propose a new cost function to evaluate each cache content
by combining several cost metrics. The first cost metric is the access frequency
(AF) as in LFU. A cache content that is frequently accessed is valuable. The
second cost metric is the frozen time (FT) during which a cache content is not
accessed by any users. A cache content that has a short frozen time in total is
valuable. The third cost metric is the hop count (HC) of the distance between the
CS node and the source node where a cache content is from. A cache content
that is far away from its source node is valuable, because the re-copy cost is high
if this cache content is deleted.
The proposed cost function is shown in (1). An example cost evaluation is depicted in Figure 2. In this example, the cache content is away from the source
node with 4 hops and is cached in CS at time T0. This cache content is accessed
at time T1 and T2. T3 is the point of time to evaluate the cost value. The cache replacement works as follows. When CS is full and cannot accommodate a new
cache content, all cache contents are evaluated using (1). The cache content that
has the smallest cost value is evicted.

Cost value =

AF × HC
.
∑ FT 2

(1)

To facilitate the computing of each cost value, the CS node can store cache
contents based on the table structure in Figure 3. The timestamp filed records
the time of each event, namely initialization, data access, or value evaluation.
When a cache content is accessed, the current AF is increased by 1, the cumulative FT square is increased by the recent FT square, and the timestamp is updated. The recent FT square is computed by referring to the original timestamp
value in the table and the current time. When a cache content is evaluated, the
cumulative FT square is increased by the recent FT square, the timestamp is updated, and the newly computed cost value is recorded. To prevent a large cumulative FT square to dilute the total cost value, the time unit should be large
enough.
First cached First accessed

T0

Second accessed Cost evaluated

T1

T2

10

30

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

102

T3

Time

20

2 ×4
+ 302 + 202

Figure 2. An example to evaluate the cost value of a cache content.
Name

Data
Content

HC

Current
AF

Figure 3. The data format used in CS.
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The core of cache replication is the selection of CS nodes to replicate cache
contents. In on-path caching, this selection is restricted to those CS nodes along
the path from the data provider (or server) to the data consumer (or client). As
the example shown in Figure 4, where the data consumer and the data provider
are connected through a routing path along NDN routers R1 to R5. Without any
cache contents on these routers, the data consumer needs to directly retrieve the
interested data content from the data provider, which may wait for a long data
response time. One extreme policy is all-copy replication by which all these five
routers in the figure have a copy of this data content. Although this policy can
largely reduce the data response time, redundant cache contents make CS easily
overwhelmed. Another extreme policy is one-copy replication by which one of
the routers is selected to cache the data content. This policy has the least replication overhead, but the question is which node we should select.
There have three possible locations for the cached node in one-copy policy as
shown in the above figure. First, the cached node can be the closest router (i.e.,
R5) to the data provider, and this policy is called server-side caching. This caching policy can increase the utilization of the cache content, because all interested
consumers which may attach to different routers will eventually reach this
cached node. The drawback is the data response time may be still high. Second,
the cached node can be the closest router (i.e., R1) to the data consumer, and
this policy is called client-side caching. This caching policy can reduce the data
response time. The drawback is the utilization of the cache content may be low,
because other consumers with the same interests may attach to different routers.
To leverage the tradeoff between server-side and client-side caching, the middle
node (i.e., R3) in the routing path becomes the cached node, and this policy is
called middle-side caching. The middle node can be located by recording the
hop count of the routing path. When an interest packet is forwarded to the data
provider, the hop count is increased by one for each router forwarding. When
the data provider is reached, the half of the final hop count is computed. This
half value is decreased by one for each data forwarding to the data consumer.
The middle node is located when this half value becomes zero.
In addition to all-copy and one-copy policies, the partial-copy policy is
another possible way. However, the selection of cached nodes becomes more
complex. We get the following conclusions through our performance evaluation.
The one-copy policy is better than the all-copy policy. The middle-side policy is
better than server-side and client-side policies.

3.2. Cooperative Caching
Because the one-copy replication policy is used in our approach, there have less

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Data consumer

Data provider
client-slide

middle-slide

server-slide

Figure 4. Different cache locations for one-copy replication.
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cache contents in the network as compared to all-copy and partial-copy polices.
To increase the utilization of any cache contents, we propose a simple cooperative caching mechanism by which those routers in the neighborhood can share
their cache contents. When a router cannot find any matched cache content to
an interest packet in its CS, this router will overlook the CS in each surrounding
router. If there is a possible match, this interest packet is forwarded to another
router.
The overlooking is achieved by exchanging a summary of cache contents between two neighboring nodes. Here we use a Bloom filter to do CS summary. All
names of cache contents in CS are added into a bit array (called a Bloom filter
and denoted as BFtotal) using a set of hash functions. If we want to know whether
a target name exists in this CS, this target name will be represented as another
bit array (denoted as BFtarget) using the same set of hash functions. The target
name is definitely not in this CS if the bitwise and operation between these two
bit arrays (i.e., BFtotal and BFtarget) is not equal to BFtarget. Otherwise, the target
name may or may not exist in this CS, and this would incure a false positive.
The Bloom filter technique has one restriction, which does not support deletion operations. This implies cache contents cannot be removed from CS. Fortunately, this problem can be solved by using a counting Bloom filter [15].
Under cooperative caching, each router in the network will maintain its
Bloom filter as any changes of cache contents in CS and flood this Bloom filter
to all its one-hop neighboring routers. The new packet forwarding flow in NDN
is changed below. Besides checking the local CS, a router checks each neighboring CS (except for the CS of the next-hop router) by examining the corresponding Bloom filter. Figure 5 gives a scenario example to explain this new packet
forwarding. The dotted line depicted in the figure indicates the routing path between the data consumer and the data provider. When an interest packet arrives
at R1, R1 decides to forward this packet to the next-hop router R3, because there
R7
R8
R2

Data provider

R6
R3

R4
R9
R1
R5
Data consumer

Figure 5. A forwarding example using cooperative caching.
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is no any match in CS and Bloom filters. R3 finds a match to the Bloom filter
from R7, so the interest packet is forwarded to R7 for cache probing. If this
cache probe is successful (i.e., there is a match in the CS of R7), a data packet is
retuned then. Otherwise, the interest packet is returned to R3 and then is forwarded to the next-hop router R4. Therefore, a failed cache probe incurs the
waste of one round-trip time to a neighboring router. Note that cache probes
only happen on one-hop neighboring routers except for the next-hop router. For
example, if R3 finds a match to the Bloom filter from R4, it is unnecessary to do
this cache probe. The reason is that the interest packet will be eventually forwarded to R4 according to the normal NDN routing.

4. Performance Evaluation
Our proposed caching scheme combines middle-side caching, cooperative caching, and value-based cache replacement. To evaluate the performance of this
scheme, we write a simulation program. A real network topology is constructed
by using one dataset from the web site of the Internet topology zoo (topologyzoo.org/dataset.html). The original network map contains 113 nodes. We remove 13 nodes of degree 2 and leave 100 nodes as NDN routers.
Data names are generated as follows. 1000 words are selected from an English
dictionary and are divided into 200 words, 300 words, and 500 words as three
groups. One word is chosen from each of these groups according to a Zip’s distribution probability that can model data skewness. These three chosen words
constitute a hierarchical data name. Based on this method, 1000 data names are
generated and treated as source data contents. In other works, each data content
contains nothing but a data name for simplify. The size of CS in each router is
specified by the percentage of the total number of data contents. For example,
the CS size is denoted as 10% and this means the actual size is 1000 × 10% = 100
cached contents. All generated data contents are then randomly placed on routers with the constraint that each CS cannot be overwhelmed. Finally, 200 interest packets are generated and randomly fed into our routers. The data name specified in an interest packet is generated using the same method mentioned
above. The size of an interest packet or a data packet is also dominated by the
data name included without considering any header overhead. The size of one
Bloom filter is two bytes in the simulation.
Three cost metrics are introduced in performance evaluation:
• Average cache hit ratio: the cache hit ratio of one router is defined as the
percentage of CS lookups that lead to successful matches. The average cache
hit ratio is the average value over all routers.
• Average hop count: this indicates the average distance in hops between the
router where an interest packet is originated and the router where the interested data content is found.
• Average link overhead: this indicates the average number of data bytes that
are transmitted over a network link. These data bytes are contributed from
interest packets, data packets, and Bloom filters.
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Experimental Results
First, we compare the different policies on cache replication under the same value-based cache replacement policy. The cooperative caching is always enabled in
this experiment. Figure 6(a) shows the comparison of the average cache hitratio
and the result is middle-side > all-copy > client-side > server-side. Figure 6(b)
shows the comparison of the average hop count and the result is middle-side <
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Figure 6. Comparisons of different cache replication policies ((a), (b), (c)) and different cache replacement policies ((d), (e), (f)).
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average link overhead and the result is middle-side < client-side < all-copy <
server-side. From the above results, we know that the middle-side policy is the
best one among all. The server-side policy performs worse because the cache
content is very close to the data source and there are many unmatched events for
in-between CS. As a result, the average hop count and the average link overhead
are both very high. It is supposed that the average hop count should be small in
the client-side policy but the fact is not. This is because that the average cache hit
ratio is low. A latter data consumer does not get the benefit from the cache content made by a former data consumer, if they attach to different routers. The
all-copy policy is the second best approach among all. Actually, redundant cache
contents make CS tend to be full and the comparison overhead in each CS is
very high. It is reasonable to see that the general benefit from data caching becomes more significant when the cache size is getting large.
Second, we compare the different policies on cache replacement under the
same middle-side cache replication policy. The cooperative caching is always
enabled in this experiment too. Figure 6(d) shows the comparison of the average cache hitratio and the result is Cost Value > LRU > LFU. Figure 6(e) shows
the comparison of the average hop count and the result is Cost Value < LRU <
LFU. Figure 6(f) shows the comparison of the average link overhead and the
result is Cost Value < LRU < LFU. The above results indicate that our proposed
value-based approach performs best among all. The performance improvement
to LRU and LFU becomes more significant when the cache size is small. The
reason is as follows. The actions to do cache replacement become frequent when
the cache size is small, and our proposed approach does evict the least valuable
cache content from CS.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce the advantage of information-centric networking as
compared to the traditional host-centric networking like the Internet. There remain several research challenges in such a totally new network architecture. The
major contribution of this paper is from the proposed mechanisms on in-network caching. We compare two basic types of cache replication policies: all-copy
and one-copy. The experimental results show that one-copy policy is sufficiently
better than all-copy policy if the location to cache the single copy is properly selected. We conclude that the middle node along the routing path between a data
consumer and a data provider is a good candidate to cache data. A cooperative
caching is also introduced by sharing cache contents between neighboring nodes
in the network. Instead of exchanging whole cache contents, a summary of cache
storage is used by the Bloom filter technique.
For cache replacement, a new cost function is proposed to evaluate each cache
content by considering multiple factors such as access time, access frequency,
and access distance. The experimental results show that the multiple-factor approach performs better than the single-factor approach such as LRU and LFU.
This research work is just a beginning to ICN and more research efforts will be
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made in the future.
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